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Abstract 
WALC is a Web Abled Library catalog and it is designed focuses on elementary 
school children as the aimed users.The main purposes in developing this library 
catalog are to facilitate information seeking of the elementary school children, to 
improve the management school libraries and to upgrade the quality of elementary 
school libraries by fulfilling the user requirements.Basically, the primary objective 
for this project development is to establish and develop a suitable or ideal library 
catalog at· elementary level. One survey carried out shows that students seldom use 
the catalog cards to search for library materials and most of them never use Online 
library systems.The W ALC interface is carefully designed in order to meet the 
school children levels and abilities. It is hoped that the expexted utc me will be 
able to improve the management and function of elementary school librarie . 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
Lam (2002) defined library automation as the use of computer and networking 
technologies in the library. The areas of library automation include: 
a) Automation of library functions such as cataloging, acquisition, and 
circulation. 
b) The use of electronic resources such as CD-ROMs within the 
library. 
c) Accessing of remote electronic resources such as the Internet 
d) Office automation such as word-processing, spreadsheets and 
databases and 
e) Automating patron servic s web as reference service , current 
awareness ( AS) and selective issertation of information ( l). 
Generally, libraries are automated to improve the level of service an I quality of 
output and to fulfill needs that cannot be achieved by manual syst m f r 
example in the sharing of resources and information that appears only in 
electronic format such as -ROM1 Internet re ourccs and databas . 
Jn this project, the library system develop d f cuses on automating elementary 
school libraries. The system i a Web Able ibrury utal g thnt is SpL! if ull 
de ignod for elementary s h ol hildren, ari us thing· must be tak •tt into 
considerations to uccomm dale this system at hildren l "V •.I. 
Jt also plays on important 1· I to ensure stud 'nl m1 ·n ·ily 1 •csH th· t' • !tlir 'd 
materials. The design als in' Judea various scnrch methods nud strat ·gics in 
ways concordant with the children's learning, cognitive development and 
curriculum. Children are unique information seekers (Lee, 2001), they access 
library materials or information in various ways and strategies, and therefore 
library catalog developed will meet their needs. 
To fulfill and to understand more about children seeking abilities, a survey is 
conducted in order to design the features that are needed in this system. This 
system consists of two main modules, namely an Administrator module and a 
User module. Some of the important sub modules to be developed are 
cataloging and circulation. 
l.2 Project Purpose 
The purpose of this system is to build a Web Able Library atalogue WAL ) 
that will facilitate the information seeking process of the elementary hool 
children. The W ALC system also takes int con ideration the chi! lrcn 
capabilities under the diversified levels and abilities. pe if ally th ystem 
will be able to: 
i) Facilitate student in searching informati n r material needed 
effectively and efficiently. 
ii) Improve the management f the s h I librar , hi h in Itules 
cataloguing and library routine a li ities. 
iii) pgrade the quulit f el nncntar s hool Iii rud 'S b 1\11 lllinu th, 
users requirem »us 
iv) Make the students' information seeking process become more 
efficient and smooth. 
v) Save students' time in doing search for the required material or 
information through the catalog service provided online 
1.3 Project Objective 
This system is aimed at school children who are also active information seekers. 
The library catalogues are mostly suitable for secondary school students, 
overlooking the thinking skills and searching behavior of children in elementary 
school level. The specific objectives are indicated as follows: 
i) To design and develop a library catalogue for sch ol children level 
including age, intelligence lev l, wri ting an l kcyb arding typing 
abilities. 
ii) To establish an attractive and a consistent user graphical interface 
for a school library catalogue. 
iii) To develop a web abled system that can n l nly b u d G r 
schools with an internet acces but also for those scho ls with ut an 
internet access. 
iv) To develop vari us search trat gic and pti n t Sl.lPI rt hildr m 
from different background 
v) T facilitate the catal guing a tivitie for the librarian· thr ugh th 
modules pr vidcd by thi ' st 'm. 
Therefore, this system is a suitable or ideal library catalogue at an elementary 
school level, to support multilevel users and also to improve the management of 
the school libraries. 
1.4 Problem Statements 
i) Children as information seekers 
Present library systems for elementary schools students have limited 
search techniques and browsing. It also does not have mode of 
searching using boolean operators to cater for more advanced 
searchers. 
ii) The Existing Library Systems are ifficult t Use 
Based on the observations and discussi ns carried ut with t a her 
librarians, many of the existing library systems in Malaysia such us 
AutoPus and Micro CDS-ISi are di ffi u It and not suitable t be 
used by school children since they arc D S-ba d. Tho system that 
will be developed is specially d sign d to make it asy l us and at 
the same time attractive to the children. 
iii) Library yst rn i c Uy 
Many f the existing librar s SL •m ar · ''[1 •11si ' tc 11' lu '. 
pecific software and hard ire sts tn v v i l ly, Ir 111 l \ ·s limn 
$4,000 for" sing! us 'r ii ·ulati 11/ ntul 1 " rk lati 11 l 111 r th tu 
' 
$40,000 foi a multi u "f n 'l\ erk suppt)t 1111~ nn int' nut I m1111i .. 
function system (Murphy, 1989). Thus, 'WAL(' is developed to 
overcome this problem by providing a choice whether to be used as 
a web-based system or a standalone system. Thus, many sci ools 
will be able to own a library system that is not only efficient but also 
has a reasonable price. 
1.5 Project Scope 
The project scope of the project is described under two sub-sections; 
a) System Requirement 
b) System User 
1.5.l System Requirement 
i) Security level 
To make sure the security level for this ystcm i. guarante d a 
login function will be developed where nly authorized users 
can gain access to the syst m. Th admini: trators and u er 
are provided with different s curity le I . IT wcvcr user 
may perform th ir sear h with ut ha ing I login. 
ii) ataloguing module 
The catal rguing mcdul nablc ar lli11u, cl v nl udin i, ... 
deleting, adding n w rec res and 
datubas •. l~u h it an h l' a unique H m1mhL·1. Thi i 111 )dul · is 
iii) Circulation module 
This module enables users do daily routines in the library such 
as borrowing, return, renew, and reserving. This module will 
keep track patrons' and items' record from database. This 
function plays an important role in supporting circulation 
activities. This module can be accessed both by the 
administrators and the users with different accessible level. 
iv) Reporting 
Besides the important modules listed, this system is also 
capable to generate various reports. These rep rt arc useful 
for the librarian when performing stock checking. 
v) Help Desk 
Help Desk function plays an important r le a all scrs' guide 
while using this system. It provide u eful informati n in 
performing certain library functions in any IT} dulc pr vided, 
This Help Desk is built specifically f r us rs and it mu l be 
simple, attractive, and under tandable l supp rt multite cl 
users. 
1.5.2 ystem Users 
. he project is targcti:d \0 LI' ers consistin l f th' 1dn11ni, lmt rs 
and tho el 'm ntar s ·lwol stud nls. 'I hi, pr · · l hns t\ o muiu 
module, namely administrators' module and users' module. The 
user scopes of this project include the following: 
i) Administrator Module 
An administrator is a person that takes responsibilities in 
library management using W ALC fully. This module gives 
authority to the administrator to carry out certain tasks such 
as updating borrowers' records, print record, doing 
cataloguing and so on. To gain access to this module requires 
a password for security reason. 
ii) User Module 
Users are school children using this system lircctly in 
searching for materials and/or b ks in the library. This 
module also requires a password , allowing only the valid user 
to access the system. This module enables the user t search 
the library materials, read news and ann un em nt and al 
to give feedbacks to the administrator . 
1.6 Importance of The Project 
WAL for lementary scho l is import int in m tivntin the hildr m' int ·r 'Sl 
in seeking inf rmati n in the library. hi· is th' phi! ~tll hy cl pt' I . l11 
developing the ystcm, m [th hnr ct risti s f th ayst nn ur ·:- 
i) The system designed is fully aimed at school children as the 
potential users. Hence, all the design features will necessarily be 
practical and of interest to these children. By developing this 
interest, it is hoped that the children's information seeking pr coss 
may be improved. 
ii) Apparently, ease of use and time saving has been seen as the two 
prime movers of online catalogue Devel.opment(Peters, 1991 ). The 
system to be developed will also be online and has the benefits 
mentioned by Peters. It can be accessed from any place that has an 
access to the internet. 
iii) The online catalogue s are easier to maintain and updat than the 
earlier systems/Hildreth, 1989). The WA L i als easier t update 
and maintain. This can be done through the sub m dule that i ii und 
in the administrator such as cataloguing. It also fa ilitate the 
administrator's tasks. 
iv) W ALC is an alternative for sch ls t get a library s tern at an 
affordable cost. 
l.7 Hardware and oltwar r equlr rn nts 
everul hardware and s Itwarc r iquircmcnt are n • d ·ti in d 'VPI l ru .nt nnd 
irnplirncntation phase in thi this projc t, Th· r quircm 1uls ue t ·d in this 
pr jcct are as foll w : 
A) Development Phase 
The software requirements are: 
i) Microsoft Windows 98 or above 
ii) MySQL database system 
iii) PHP programming language 
iv) Web server 
v) Application server 
The minimum hardware requirements are : 
i) 64MBRAM 
ii) Pentium II Processor 
iii) 275 MB hard disk space 
iv) Any compatible monitor display 
v) Keyboard 
vi) Mouse 
B) Implementation Phase 
The software requirements are: 
i) Windows 98 r above 
ii) MySQL database system 
iii) PHP programming 
iv) Web. erver 
v) Appli ati n : 
The minimum hardware requirements are : 
i) 64 MB RAM 
ii) Pentium II Processor 
iii) 275 MB hard disk space 
vi) Any compatible monitor display 
vii) Keyboard 
viii) mouse 
1.8 Project Scheduling 
The project will be developed in stages. Every stage, listed below, need to 
be completed to finish the project. A project scheduling will be used to 
ascertain that the project will be completed within the specified peri d. 
The project schedule is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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i) Conceptualization and Planning 
The activities involved in this phase includes identifying the aims and 
objectives of the project to be achieved and also the hardware and 
software requirements of the project. 
ii) Literature Review 
This phase is important since the researcher needs to review all the 
available systems and do comparisons to ensure that the system to be 
developed has all the necessary characteristics. 
iii) System Analysis/Development Methodology 
In this phase, the system development method wi 11 be idcnti Iicd, Analysis 
on the system requir ment is also done in thi phase by identifying 
function requirements and non-requirements. 
iv) System Design 
Some of the activities involved in this phase are the d si ms r pr grams 
user interface, databa e and so on. The expe ted outcomes are identified 
in this phase. 
v) System Implementation 
This phase is imp nant sine it irnpl m '11ls th' anal sis ;111tl l 1 i in that 
have been carried cut. 
vi) System Testing 
This phase is important because the implemented systems will be tested on 
the users. From this phase, the researcher will know whether every 
function implemented in the system worked correctly as expected. 
vii) System Maintenance 
Activities involved in this phase depends on the result obtained from the 
system testing phase. This phase is very important because the system 
peforrnance can be increased to make the system meet the aimed users 
requirements. 
viii) Documentation 
J\11 the activities involved in the pro] ct development and implcmcntati n 
will be documented. The documentation activities are c ntinuosly sin c 
from the concetualization and plannings untill the d cum ntati n phase. 
1.9 Chapter Summary 
This chapter basically provides an verview W b Able ibrary 
.aialogue (WA ) f r elementary schools. This chapter begins by 
describing the purpose and bjc ·ti c of the pr t., t. his hnpt ·r also 
includes s 1110 problem tatemcnts and solut. n l i•"n. i11 th s Ht •111 
development. It also ru ·nli ns i11 d ·tail th' i1111 rtnn 
list or the hardwar ands rt ill\.' I .quirum nts j \hi tiven, Lnstlv, th· 
chuptcr includes tho pr j t sch ·d11li11g durin th' proj ict ti' •l pm ·01. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Chapter 2 : Literature Review 
2.1 Library Automation in Malaysian Schools 
In Malaysia, School Resource Centres are part of the whole continuum of 
educational provisions. Hence, almost all schools in Malaysia have thci r own 
libraries. A total (22%) of all the Malaysian School libraries have been 
automated which have been either built by the school or bought from the open 
market. Most of these systems can: 
i) Manage the database of materials in the School. Resource entrc for 
circulation, searches and Online Public Access atalogue P 1\ '). 
ii) Print bar codes for materials 
iii) Incorporate the list of materials borrowed with the data required f r 
the NJLAM Reading Program to reduc the teacher ·1 burden f 
having to keep a record manually. (The NIL.AM Pr gramme is an 
integration of all reading activities in schools with the aim of 
encouraging continuous reading and to inculcate the readinz habit. It 
is a Programme that give recognition t th se who r ad. It is 
mandatory for all primary and secondary chool t nduct this 
programme.) (Fatimah, _002) 
The Malaysian Smart chool Proje t, hi h \ as start ·d in July 199 inv. I 111 r 
97 schools has produced several m dules. nc of the mcdul '. h the 
«ducational Resource Management M dule, Ac 'Of ling t ·atimah ... 002 l. th~ 
module consists of fun ·ti ns su h as muiutaininu 1111 in cntory or 111' school's 
educational res ur es and aut mating the lil rnr , l rn , iupulli1w nnd 
retrieval of lct1ching-lcurning materials, vice hri tlP t"fi urces uun int ,ti with u 
subject or a learning area and maintaining an inventory of the school's 
educational resources. 
The Project is due to end in December 2002. Malaysia plans to roll ut (i11 
phases) the Malaysian Smart School concept to all schools in the country in thl: 
year 2003. Thus, the future of school libraries in Malaysia is bright, especially 
in meeting new challenges of the development of information and 
communication technology and globalisation (Fatimah, 2002). 
2.2 The Need For An Automated Svstem Fo1 Malaysian School Children 
The advancement of the information technology has led to children's education 
to be limited to the old methods. Unquestionably, a need for an aut mated 
library system is necessary in aiding the learning <ind teaching pr ces e . 
Automating the school library besides bringing about a more effective way f 
managing the library collection and creating a better awareness f I utilization. 
is also likely to spawn increased interest in information-r lated pr gram 
conducted by the schools (Kang, 1996). 
There arc many [actors that contributed lo 11c requirement for a libr.u. 
automation system. Some of these are :- 
i) To improve the library in terms or 11" munngcmcu; ;111cl arrangcmcu 
of materials. 
ii) I laving an onlinc library .ataloguc 1·a ilitatcs students l a ·1..·t··· 
materials und inf! ruuui: n wlthout b 111g limited I) time ·onslrn1111 
and distance. 
iii) Students are active learners. Thus it is necessary to have a creative 
knowledge acquisition strategy to stimulate students' creativities in 
their educations, especially in the methods of seeking in formation. 
iv) To support life long learning. With the availability r a11 onlino 
system, the 
learning process becomes continuous, even after school hours. 
v) To bring the level of the Malaysian education system comparable lo 
that of the other countries. 
vi) To meet the revolutionary challenge or information technology 
and the 
government 's objective in bringing int 
society. 
vii) To produce creative-minded malaysisn .tudcnts. 
reality an informative 
2.3 Previous Librarv Systems Developed by Final Y ar tudents at 
l~SKTM 
Many systems have been developed by the final year students ut F: I TM . iach 
system mostly support the primary key functions r a library. It can be said that 
several main functions such as acquisui ms, circulations and catal guing ha c 
been supponcd by the sy terns. 
Simple Library Automation Systcn; LASll) 
Basically !his librar s stem nsists or three main modules: ·nt 1lcw11in t. 
circulatic n and administrator's mo lul '. This Iii r;11 v s~st 'Ill 11s1.\' \\\'t) ~t·:1rd1 
strategies, namely normal search and advanced search using Boolean operators. 
The system has a good security level providing different access levels to the 
administrators, librarians and students. Both search strategies enable children 
to perform their search by title, author, call number or subject. In circulati 11 
function, the services include loan, return, renew and reserve. Additionally, the 
system has a print report function. The help function provided by the library 
system is useful to children who have difficulties using the system. This system 
uses Iterative approach as the development methodology. The library system 
database is designed using Sybase SQL Server and the interface is designed 
using Power Builder Enterprise version 5.0. Th system interface is attractive and 
it implements GUJ principles. Some or the system limitations mentioned by tile 
developer arc low processing time and no barcodc scanner. 
Virtual Library (Graphical Based Online Primary chool Library ystern) 
This library system was developed by Lee Hui an for the 2000/200 l sc si n. 
On the overall, this library system is cry good and co1111 lctc since it fully 
supports the school library or, orations. asical ly thi I ibrary s tern onsists ( f 
administrator module and patron module. ornc f th key funcii n a ailablc 
on this system are circulation, inquiry, report, inf desk and help. Thu system 
search strategics lakes into uccount multilevel children skills. Amon) the search 
strategics provided by the system arc br wsin 1, AB "search, 'llclf s nrch. T pc 
search, and expert scar h [using n ol 'ml opcrutcrs), 'I he s 'ht 1 I chlldrcn arc 
able to perform their cat .h by muh w title, sub] '·t uud k '. » r ls(s . 'l'hc 
circulation activity has several scrvi .cs su ·h as b IM' in 1 urn! r nurnin '·• 
renewing and also reserving th\; Iii 1 ur mat .riuls. 'l'hc usc1i-1 '111 piv1.· ttll ' 
relevent feedbacks and comments to the administrator. The development 
methodology used to build this library system is the Waterfall methodology. 
The softwares used by the developer were Microsoft Access 2000 (for database) 
and Visual Basic 6.0 (for the interface design). 
Electronic Library Information System (ELIS) 
Developed by Cheah Sooi Peng (2000/2001), the system is divided into six 
modules which arc acquisition, circulation, cataloguing, OPA ', maintci ancc 
and feedback. Users scopes are divided into three parts, These are system 
administrator, librarian and patron, Each system user has a di Ifcrcnt access 
level in order to protect all thl.l information in the database. In the cir ulation 
activity, users are allowed to borr w and return library materials only. The 
patron is provided normal search function. ThL.: system has sc oral searching 
methods such as search by author, title and subject. In addition, there is an 
advanced search using Boolean operators. The system was de eloped using 
Iterative methodology. S Iiwarcs used by the library ystcrn arL.: Microsoft 
Access 2000 (database design) and Visual Basic >.0 (Int irfu .c design). The 
weakness of the sys tern inc ludcs absence of support for harcode s anncr. 
Weh Based Library Mnuaaemeut ystem (\.YBLM ') 
This system was developed by I h o Mei Li _o JO/_ )O I . The user scope I( r 
this library system is divided into three parts, numcl ' User, 1'1.!a ·h ir-lihrariuu 
and Administrator. The fuuctionnl n.:to111i!'l.~11l\.:tJIS prm idcd b the d •vdupt•r 
include a .quisition, catalll~t11ng, .irculntion, 011\ ', help, muiut 'll 11wt• 1ml 
information management. l 111.: cir 'ulnti )11 module h:1: scvcrnl Iun •titrn~ sud1 11.· 
renewing, borrowing and reservini; a particular item. OPA module enables 
users to perform search using simple search and advanced search. Simple 
search can be done by using the following fields; title, author, subject, and 
keyword. Like the previous systems discussed, the advanced search can he cl !1L: 
using Boolean operators. This library system used Waterfall methodology and 
was developed using Microsoft Visual Intcrdcv for the interface design and 
Microsoft Server 7 for the database design. Some or the advantages or 
WBLMS are it has an attractive interface and it is easy to use. The major 
limitation of WBLMS is that the number of consortium members al present is 
fixed only to schools due to database allocation and disk space constraint. 
Library Management System (LM ) 
LMS was devcloj ed by 'hcah I luau 'hin for the 2002 scsion. Thi library 
system has two main components which arc Library cctiou and ibrarian 
section. The system catalog provides various search methods su .h as search 
by author, title, keyword, class 11t1111bcr, call number publisher and ' ild curd. 
The LMS was developed using Waterfall mcthodolo i . The interface design 
was used Visual Basic 6.0 and M icrosoft Acccs _ooo for the database design. 
Some of the disadvantages idcnuficd n this ystcm are that there is no 
advanced search and the search 111cthocl cl cs not support browsing. 
·1 able 2.1 compares all the libn11' systems le elope l b the l·Sl'T I ·tudcl\ts 
!hut have been de 'ribcd above. 
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2.4 Library Systems Available Commercially 
There are many library system softwares that are currently available in the 
market developed by vendors or the library itself. Each system has its own 
features and advantages. Below is a list of some of the systems and their 
features tbat have been investigated. 
Marmot Kids Online 
This library catalog has been specifically designed for children at elementary 
school level. It has attractive graphical icons and a colourful interface. The 
interface and instructions are simple and easy to follow. The children can search 
for books by typing, using the visuals and browsing. Searching can be done 
using the keywords title, author, series and subject. The library catal g pr vides 
support for children that do not have keyboard skills and spelling abilities by 
means of the browsing and visual searching methods available. However the 
catalog does not provide any advanced search strategy for children at a higher 
level. The system source codes revealed that library catalog use VB script 
programming to design the interface. Figure 2.1 shows the main screen of 
Marmot Kids Online. 
DMarmot KidsOnline 
PICTURE-IT ! 
Figure 2.1: Marmot Kids Online Main screen 
INFIHIO - Online Catalog 
The interface of this library catalog is heavily text-based and henc is not a 
attractive as the previous interface just discussed .. The library catalog provides 
two search strategies, namely easy search and advanced search. The asy search 
strategy uses the keywords author, title, series, and search all fields. In the 
advanced search strategy, users can perform their earch by using Boolean 
operators and qualifiers. The search option enables us r to limit their search to 
language, date and type of materials. The interfac was designed using Java 
Script. Figure 2-2 shows the easy s arch s r n of lNF Hf catalcg, 
Easy Search Q016 CATJI•, 
AOVAIKED MORE LIBRARIES HELP 
Search For: r Clear Text I I Previous I Next 
Select a search type. 
I Example1: dinosaurs E.2!...mf!!Lb.fiL '-----~Example2: su baseball Md au Jones. for mote h~l(h 
Example: Tw.,ln (will find "Twain, Mark". L"5'1 neme must be 
entered 11rst) ~!.!' hRlp.- 
Example: gone wind (Will !Ind "Oone wtt!'l the wind.") f.l:u. 
lnttre help ... 
Exeinple: Nency Drew. ror m0re l'il!lf.? 
,----:· 
Copyric)1t ~ 1997-2001 Data R.uurch Auociol••, Inc , All nv.t• ,..,.rv>d. 
V•nio>t 1.4.lb (Build300.2) 
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Figure 2-2: Easy search screen JNFOHJO catalog 
Alice Woods Sunizona Library 
This library catalog uses several keywords search methods such as by subject, 
author, title, call number, ISBN, ISSN, and words. Howev r, the search 
methods assumed that the children have acquired keyboard skill abilities 
because there is no browsimg search m thod available on this library system. 
There is also no advanced search startegy, The interface j, attra ti Iy [ourful 
and uses approprite graphical icons. The help m dulc pr vided by this library 
system is quite useful, simple and understandable t the hildren. 
PANDA Elementary School - Library Catalog. 
This library catalog is similar to the Alice Woods Sunizona Library Catalog. 
However, in addition, the catalog has two search strategies , easy search and 
advanced search. The easy search include search by title) author, subject and 
keywords. To use the advanced search, the children need to use Boolean 
operators. The total of search total can be limited by location and materials. 
The help module provided by the library system is not suitable to many 
children since it uses text-based instructions. The library system is more suited 
to children who have spelling and typing abilities because no browsing search 
method is provided. 
Table 2.2 compares a] I the commercial library systems that have been analysed 
above. 
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2.5 A System For School Libraries 
A library-automated system must he relevant in terms of its costs and 
operations and must be suitable to the school level. There arc currently 1,395 
secondary and 6,891 primary schools in the country based on the 1 <)<)2 figures 
(Malaysia, 1994). Any consideration to automate all the schools in tile country 
using commercial automated library management packages would be very 
costly (Kang, 1996). A number of' factors need to be considered when 
implementing a library system in schools. ln particular, the following factors 
need to be considered :- 
i) System Design 
The design should be simple and the interface should be user" 
friendly. There must be un on-line h Ip to guide users ' h fa c 
problems using the system. 
ii) Hardware Requirements 
The hardwares used to build the sy tern must not be costly n r 
difficult to maintain. 
iii) Operability 
The system must be flexible in its opcrati n, thnt i it mus; be able 
to 
operate onlinc or standalone. 
2.6 Children As Inforrnatlon Seekers 
I cin]: a 'live I arncrs Le \-00 I), children uru ul ·1J a xiv • intonn:ili1111 : •ck•r:. 
To d~' cl p a library s .h ol system, c crtuin aspects must he 'rn. hk1 d :::c th 11 
the system can suitably and appropriately be used by children at all levels, 
bearing in mind that children have different levels of creativity and intelligence. 
Being creative, children are easily stimulated by anything that appears 
interesting to them. The system interface must thus be designed to be attractive 
in order to win the children's attention. 
2.7 Chapter Summary 
In short, this chapter investigates on children's computer literacy and also 
analyses on some of the xi sting library catalog systems developed by the past 
FSKTM students and the on line library system th,tt arc available comm rcially. 
Chapter 3 Methodology and 
System Analysis 
Chapter 3: Methodology I System Analysis 
3.1 Software Life-Cycle Model 
A software life cycle refers to a set of aotivities that constitute a software 
project. Many models have been propossj to deal with the problems of 
defining activities and associating them with each other. The first model to be 
formally proposed was the waterfall model. 
3.1.1 The Waterfall Model 
The waterfall Model is illustrated in Fi~ure 3 .1. 
Requirements Analysis and Definition 
System and Software Design 
Jmplcmentati n 
T- ting 
aintainan e 
Explanations of all the phases are describe as follow: - 
i) Requirements Analysis and Definition 
This phase is concerned with collecting the system 
requirements. In this phase, the software requirements 
are elicited and analyzed. It involves iterative 
discussions with the clients to extract al I the necessary 
information required to design and build the system. The 
deliverable of this stage is a document detailing the 
requirements intended by the clients. 
ii) System and Software Design 
Once the requirements have been gathered and 
analyzed, the software system i designed to meet th 
clients' requirements in the design pha e. The design 
includes data structure (the inti rrnation t be ~ r cessed 
by the syst m), software architecture (h w will the 
application be constructed) and interface construction 
(what will the system lo ks like). 
iii) Implementation 
In the irnplementati n phase the system software is 
teated. Requirement, and item spe if ations from 
the previ us phase ar tran lat ·cl int ma ·hin -rcadabl · 
' 1111 ut r .odc This f hn se is nls kn wn u: din 1, 
iv) Testing 
In this final stage, the system is tested to verify that it 
works as expected and meets the clients' requirements. 
The testing includes observing the behavior of the 
system when given a range of inputs and also checking 
on the statements in the coding itself to ensure that the 
code is efficient, standardized and well documented. 
This phase may be a labor-intensive process. 
3.1.2 The Prototyping Model 
The prototyping model was developed on the assumption that it is often 
difficult to anticipate all the system requirements at the beginning of a 
project. In the prototyping mode], a prototype system is first de igncd and 
built and then presented to the clients for evaluations. The feedbacks 
given by the clients are then used to build another prototype. This process 
is repeated until eventually all the requirements have been elicited. The 
prototype is then discarded and the final requirements arc then used to 
design and build the system. Figur 3.2 shows th prototyping model. 
Preliminary 
requirements 
Build 
Prototype 
Evaluate 
Prototype 
No 
Yes 
Discard 
Prototype 
Final 
Requirements 
Figure 3.2: Prototyping Model 
3.1 .3 Prototyping and Waterfall Combined Model 
Both models discussed above pose certain disadvantages. The 
waterfall model assumes that the client can anticipate all the 
requirements of the system at the start of the pr jcct. he clients can 
only see a working version of the m del when the phases are 
complete. Also, problems are nly dete ted after the ompl 'lion of 
the phases and this may be ·onstraining as for a the s st in 
devel p r is ' n cmed. th ' d ' lopi.lrS 
use whatov 'r oftwarc and algorithm u ailublc in on! r to qui •kl 1 
come out with a prototype model. Consequently this model does not 
best represent the actual working model due to the inappropriated 
implementation choices. Worst still, the clients have the tendency to 
decide adopting the prototype model and it ends up that the 
prototype model is taken as the final working model instead of 
being discarded. 
An alternative approach will be to combine both models is a 
combination of both of the models discussed previously. This model 
is illustrated in figure 3.3. This model is more suited to the project 
to be developed since it allows the software to be continually 
improved before the final submission. It also provides a mean by 
which the project supervisor can monitor progress and gi c relevant 
feedbacks before the completion of the project. 
Implementation 
Requirements Analysis and Definition 
System and Software l )csign 
Testing 
No 
Yes 
Maintuinance 
Figure 3,3: WnterfaJl-Prototyping Mod I 
3.2 Fact Findings Techniques 
In the Requirement Analysis and Definition phase, the fact-findings techniques 
are the most important techniques to design that system being developed. There 
are several techniques involved in the fact-findings activities. Among these 
techniques are: 
3.2.1 Research Reviewing Periodicals 
Among i 111 portant materials that need to be referred and investigated 
to develop this system are doing some readings and research on 
relevant hooks, journals, conference papers, and previous thesis 
reports. Examples of some research and reviewing that have been 
investigated are Library Guidebook By T. I( Cassidy, International 
Association of School Librarianship (IA · 1.) presented paper, Virtual 
Library ( ;\ Graphical Online Library ystcrn for Primary schools) 
and others. 
3.2.2 Internet Surfing 
Surfing the internet looking for related information about 
conferences report, journals, books that have been publi hed on the 
Internet have also been carried out. Front the Intern t some f the 
online commercial library systems such a Marmot Kids nline, 
Alice Wtiocls Sunizona Library and I id' 
investigated 
atal 1 bu c been 
3.2.3 Questionnaire 
A survey was conducted on school children. A set of 20 
questionnaires were distributed to the school children around the 
areas of Kg. Padang Balang, Taman Gornbak Ria and Sungai 
Buluh . The questionnaire consists of a list of questions that are 
related to the children's computer literacy background and the 
searching techniques that they use in finding information. A sample 
of the questionnaire can be found at the appendix A. 
3.3 Analysis from survey that has been carried out 
The results of the analysis are divided into parts A and B. 
3.3.l Part A Analysis 
The result obtained from this part shows that of the 100% of the children 
that go to the library, 40% go to the library at least once. 75% of these 
children go to the library to borrow story books. Most of them (95%) go 
to the library shelves to find books without any assistanc fr m the 
librarians. Half (50%) of them face difficulties in finding the books they 
are looking for. A majority of these children surv yed ( %) have u ed 
the computers and they feel m re comf rtablc using the m use than the 
keyboard. All the children (!00%)are flu nt in aha a Melayu. 
3.3.2 Part B Analysis 
The result obtained from part B shows that only 40% of these children use 
the library catalogue cards. Of these, 75% have difficulties in spelling 
authors with long names and those authors from the west. Many of them 
(70%) find books through the book titles. Most of the children (90%) 
never use the online library catalogue which is not available from their 
school libraries. The 10% of the children that have used the system are not 
familiar with the boolean operator. 
Conclusion 
Even though the survey is not carried out on a big scale, it doe provide the 
necessary feedback that serves an important guideline in developing the ·w AL 
in at least that it will highlight the problems faced by these children. 
3.4 Requirements analysis 
There are two requirements that need to be fulfilled in developing a system. 
These are functional requirements and non functional requirements. 
3.4.1 Functional requirements 
Two main modules will be established 111 this system namely, user 
module and administrator module. 
3.4.2 Administrator module 
The udministrator module onsists of a number of sub modull:S to nllm 
the administrators to pcrf rm their tasks. 'rhcs sub nuxlul •s nrc liHtcd us 
follow: 
i. Cataloguing 
This sub module allows the administrator to perform 
tasks associated with cataloguing. An example of the 
activity that can be done in this sub module is bool 
classifications. 
11. Maintenance 
Within the maintenance sub module the administrator 
can add, delete, edit and update book information in a 
library. 
111. Announcement 
Announcement sub module cnublcs the administrator l 
display any related ;11111 unccrncnt lo the users such as 
the arrival or new books. 
iv. Backup Function 
The backup function ensures that all the information 
contained in the system is preserved. ~very system 
should have the backup function to face any casualties 
such as virus infection, lire breakout and n od. 
v. Report Function 
This module enables the users to print reports. This 
function thus facilitates tile users lo d referencing. 
3.4.3 User Moduli.' 
The users arc also provided ' ilh several sul 1 1Hlul1s to ll •lp lll •tn in th .ir 
rout inc a ·tiviti ·s associated with llw lihrar '. l'lti: 11tnd11I • i; t•lnhornl~· I 
below. 
i) Search 
This module provides two choices of searching strategics> 
namely, easy search and advance search. Easy search is 
intended for use by the novices or first timers whereas the 
more experienced users can use the advance search. The 
searching methodology provided by this module includes 
search by title, author, year, subject and others. 
ii) Help Desk 
Help Desk is very important in any system. Any information 
related to the system application can be obtained fr m this sub 
module. Thus a user confronted with difficulties may seek 
information provided within this ub module. 
iii) Circulation 
This module enables users do daily routines tn the library 
such as borrowing, return, renew, and reserving library 
materials. 
3.5 Non Functional Requirement 
i) User Friendliness 
The system to be developed should be user friendly since it invol es 
users from different backgrounds. Users should 1101 .onsume 111ucl1 
time to understand the system de elope l us a whole. Tl! , s stem 
thus needs lo be necessarily simple in its a1 p!i ·nlions. 
ii) Reduce 1 Iuman Hrrnr 
The features pro idcd by the. stem sh rukl reduce HS ·rs fhllll err )I'S, 
A simple sear ·hh1g strutc 1)' such as brc. sins in 1lplmhc1kol unler 
may cut down the errors committed by the users such as typing and 
spelling errors. 
iii) Response Time 
The primary criteria in analyzing a system performance is through 
its response which is heavily dependent on the operating system and 
hardware components. 
iv) Security 
The system bas a security feature. Every user needs to enter the 
correct password when logging in. Access level differs for the users 
and the administrators. Understandably, access to the system by the 
user is more limited for security reason. 
3.6 Language Programming Choice 
The system is developed using php programming language. The reason why 
PHP has been chosen is explained below: 
i) PHP is free 
' PH:P, from the first release has been free. Thus a system developed using PHP 
may require a minimum budget and this is crucial to any mall company that 
cannot afford to own an expensive system. 
ii) PHP runs on a free web server 
PHP runs on virtually any web server. Traditionally, it is' edded v ith the free 
Apache web server which runs on most nix and wind ws platf rm. in c PHP 
can be part of the Apache server, it makes the system fast and lab le, 
iv) Pl IP works with a free SQL database ser er 
PHP works with My Qr, which is n Ir '!J dutubuso scrv 'r thut i~ ulso fast 
und stable. 
v) PHP is open-source software 
PHP is part of the open-source software. Open-source software bas a 
tradition of longevity and stability. And it is great because basically the 
world of software developers are working on it, trying to improve it 
continuously. 
vi) PHP is a traditional programming language 
PHP is easy to learn. Also, the structure of PHP is C-like, so that for a C 
programmer, his may be an added advantage. 
3.7 Other System Requirements 
3.7.J. Client/ Server 
Client/server was originally developed to allow more users to shar access 
to database applications. Compared to the mainframe approach, 
client/server offers improved scalability because connections can be made 
as needed rather than being hard-wired. The client/s rver model also 
supports modular applications. In th 
types of client/server systems, a softwan application is separated into 
modular pieces, and each piece is installed 11 hard ware spe itilivd for 
that subsystem. Jn a cli nt~server inf rmation colle ti n and retrie al 
cnvironm nt, the cli ent program usual! n · epts us 'l' r qu 'HlH und 
provides s rocn displays. 'r or programs • 1n'rnl1 r 'sicJ 1 on 111 H' • 
powerful machines and are used to process information, generally stored 
in databases. When client-server programs are on different machines, the 
client and server machines are linked together by networks. To take a 
particular example, a Web server will often contain large amounts of 
memory and disk space, whereas Web clients often include features to 
support the graphic user interface of the browser such as high-end video 
cards and large-screen di. plays. Thus, client-server applications are 
naturally modularized into client, server, and networking components. 
Application developers are required to divide application tasks and logic 
into these components. The biggest advantages of using the client-server 
model for implementing application systems are the natural modularity of 
the application code and the flexibility in adapting to changing computing 
environments. Figure 3 .4 presents example or the client-server 
environment. 
z \ 
PC running 
web browse:' 
(e.111 Netscape) 
Web pages as 
HTML mes 
I 
Web pages as viewed 
by brows!'!" 
HTTP 
The 
Internet HTTP 
3.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter covers a great deal on the methodology used in system developing 
and the techniques applied in information gathering activities. Also mentioned 
in this chapter are the system's functional and non-functional requirements and 
also the choice of programming languages for developing the system, 
Chapter 4 SYSTEM DESIGN 
Chapter 4: System Design 
4.1 Introduction 
System design is the process of synthesizing or reassembling the components 
and functions identified during system analysis (Lee, 2001). The designed 
system must include certain factors to meet users' requirements. 
4.2 Program Design 
The program designed must ensure that the program satisfies multilevel user 
requirements. The designed program must be user-friendly. The structured chart 
as shown in figure 4 .1 illustrates the system design. 
WALC 
I 
Administrator User 
Figure 4.1: Structured chart of \VALC 
The WALC consists of two types of users namely Ad mini trator and er 
4.2.1 Administrator Module 
This module is designed specifically f r th Admini trator and the 
accurate password are required t enter lhi · module. The Administrat r 
module provides several main fun ti n as sh v n in f zurc .2. 
Administrator 
Control Announcem en l User Help 
Report Cataloguing 
Figure 4.2: Structured chart of administrator module 
The functions of the administrator module are elaborated below: 
1. Control 
The control function allow the administrator to change 
password for security reason. 
11. Report 
The administrator can also new or print any needed report 
within this module. 
111. Announcement 
The announcement modul handles the maintenance or the 
catalogue module and displa 'S new arrival books, 
iv. ataloging 
bis m dule allov s the a lmini ttnt r d th sir routine 
cataloguing a 'li ities, The :idmini11Jt1·utor mklt-i n it aus it1iii 
the database within this module. This module also allows the 
administrator to add or delete item records as required. 
v. Help 
Help function provides help supports for the librarian in using 
the system. 
4.2.2 User Module 
The user module, illustrated in figure 4.3, provides a number of main 
functions required by the users. Each of the functions is explained as 
follows: - 
User 
Search User Info Feed buck Help 
Easy 
Advanced 
Figure 4.3: tructured hart of The scr Module 
1. ear ii 
·ur ·Ii module pro id 'lo:! th u 'J's l\\\\ ·i,;1w h nrut 1 pti ml, 
naml:ly advan cd 
search and easy search. The easy search strategy provides 
three search methods namely browsing, visualization and 
alphabetical. 
IL User information 
This module provides the relevant information such as status 
and addresses associated with the registered users. Users may 
obtain their information from this module such as user 
information and status. 
in. Help 
This module provides help supports to the users. It is meant to 
serve as a guide to users that have difficulties in using th 
system. It is especially useful to first-time users such as a 
guideline to perform an advanced search. 
iv. Feed back 
The users can give any positive and negative feedback related 
to the system through this system. 
4.3 Input Form Design 
The input form design must be simpl end as l understand b· th) u, ·rs. All 
the input forms must be consist ml and foll v the Ul prin •ipl 'S. Th, 
functional buttons should be provided at each input form to facilitate navigation. 
An input form design is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
Call No. Search 
Kids, 
Submit Query Ruel 
Figure 4.4: WALC Input Form design 
4.4 Database Design 
The database must be carefully designed in order to make the system operates 
effectively and efficiently. The database design must have efficient storage and 
data update and retrieval capabilities. The effective design h uld lower th 
maintenance cost. Tables 4.1 to 4. 7 have been created to star the informati n 
relevant to the WALC system. 
Table 4.1: Table structure for Administrator login 
Field Name Data Type Descriptions 
Lo gin user n ame to 
Usemame Text administrator module 
Login password to 
Password Text administrator module 
Table 4.2: Table structure for User login 
Field Name Data Type Descriptions 
Login user name to 
Usemame Text user module 
Login password to 
Password Text user module 
Table 4.3: Table Structure of items 
Data Type Field properties 
-- 
Field Name 
Item ID Auto Number Identification item for the bock 
- 
Call Number Text Call number of the book 
Title Text Title of the book 
Author Text Author of the book 
Description Text Brief description of the book 
Location Text Location of the book available 
Publisher Text Name who published the book 
Price Text Price of tbook 
Quantity Number Quantity of books available 
·- 
Table 4.4 : Dewey Decimal Classification Table 
Field Name Data Type Fiel properties 
DDC Id Auto Number Identification of 
Subject Text Subject of the 
DDC Text D 
, number 
Description Text Description of 
Related ubject Text 
Table 4.5: Table structure of new arrival items 
Field Name Data Type Descriptions 
Item ID Text The item's ID 
Add date Date/Time When the item available in catalogue 
Table 4.6: User Information Table 
Field Name Data Type Descriptions 
Name Text Name of registered users 
·- 
Student No Text User's student number 
·-· 
Address Text User's home address 
Card No Text User's card number 
Status Text User's current sta tu s 
Table 4.7: Announcement Table 
Field Name Data Type Fi 
Announcement Text Nam 
Time Date/Time Time rth 
Description Text cs 
cld Properties 
.ription f e ems 
c of announcement 
e announcement made 
4.6 Expected outcome 
With the WALC in ex isrence, it is hoped that the following may be achieved: 
1. To facilitate students in searching reference materials using the 
various searching methods 
11. Able to fu I f J l the needs of children from different levels. 
11. Able to improve the management and function of elementary school 
libraries by automating routine activities such as cataloguing 
function. 
m. The attractive interface should stimulate children's interest in using 
the system. 
4.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter primarily focuses on the system design. The system design 
includes the program design, input form design, user interface design and 
database design. The system design is an extension of the analysis and survey 
that have been done previously. 
Chapter 5: Systems Implementations 
5.1 Project Overview 
System implementation is the acquisition and integration of tl1.e physical and 
conceptual resources that produce a working system (Meyer, Baber and 
Pfeffenberger, 1999). It is the physical realization of the database and 
application designs (Connoly & Begg, 1998). There are two main tasks in the 
system implementation phase, namely, system development and testing. 
5.2 System Development 
The hardware and software requirements must be met before the system rs 
developed. 
5.2.1 Software Requirement 
The software tools used in the project are :- 
i) Operating System - Windows 98 
ii) Programming language - PHP (version 4.3.3) 
iii) Relational Database - MySQL (version 4.0.15) 
iv) Database server manager - phpmyadrnin ( versi n 2.5,3) 
v) Web Server -Apache (version 1.3.27) 
vi) HTML editor- Macromedia Dreamweaver M I' 
vii) Php IDE - php coder ( version R2 Beta) 
The easyphp version 1.7 installer pa ckagc ha been u d t install lh 
PHP, My and Apa h ftwarc, 
5.2.2 Hardware Requirement 
The minimum hardware requirements to successfully run the above 
softwares are: 
i) 300 MHZ pentium II processor 
ii) 64 MB RAM 
iii) 275 MB free hard disk space 
iv) A 256-color monitor capable of 800 X 600 pixel resolution 
v) A CD-ROM drive 
5.3 System Implementation 
(t is common that before a system is going to be implemented or used, 
description or demonstration of the usage of the system is required. This is 
necessary because it enables users to operate the developed ystem easily and 
thus the demonstration provides the users an easy learning environment. 
However, user manual is also necessary to guide users using the system. 
5.3.1 System Security Control 
Security control is another important aspect that requires attention in the 
system implementation. Its priority includ s preventing the system from 
being intruded and to ensure that data r inf rrnation i not st len, The 
developed system will consists of two type of security. h se are: 
i) security control 
i.i) ystcrn contn I 
5.3.1.1 Security Control 
Security control is a must for a system with database. Without security 
control, there is a possibility of intrusion on the system database. Thus, a 
user needs to undergo some form of authentification before he or she can 
use the system. The user will be required to login using a password. Any 
user that enter the wrong password will not be authorized to use the 
system and will be prompted with an error message instead. 
5.3.1.2 System Control 
Security control alone may be insufficient to protect the system from 
being intruded. System control serves to further strenghten the system 
security. It is divided into 4 parts discussed below. 
(i) Interface Control 
This is the interface that the users interact with. This is where a user enters 
his or her username and password. The interface control determine 
whether a user is authorized to enter the system or not. 
(ii) Input Control 
The purpose of the input control is to ensure that data entered is correct 
and relevent. Otherwise it will generate an error message. 
(iii) Output Control 
To make sure that the output is generated orrectly, only correct report 
would be printed and this increases the r liability f the sy tern. 
(iv) Process ontrol 
Process contra 1 is handled by the programmer bus ed 11 'tr r r 'Odb icl 
from user . It enable the programm r f the st m l 1 rovid 
informati n to the users based on these re' lbn ks;. 
5.4 System Coding 
The coding of the program is done at this phase. This is where all the design 
specifications derived from the system design phase will be converted to 
instruction codes in the programming language. Activities in this phase includes 
producing compiled program modules systematically. 
5.4.1 Important factors in programming process 
In the design phase of the system, the system is a structured and clear 
module.The system is then divided into subsystems or processing groups 
and specific functions. Each function contains one or more programming 
modules. 
5.4.1.1 Programming Method 
The subsystems in the system are designed based on the logic equation , 
data requirements and sequential functions. Each subsystem consists of 
one or more programs. The 'colloboration' concept in the programming 
design will produce modular programming while the binding' concept 
will produce structured programming. 
5.4.1.2 Processing Systems 
Another important programming aspect is the processing method that is 
used. Commonly, the system operates on two processing methods the 
cluster system method and the the online y tern ( real syst m) or a syst m 
that uses both the methods. The WAL system employs th first method 
because it u es a stand alon omputer that docs not requir ·th~ computer 
to be on line. The database will be on the inputer disk wh .rc llw H st m 
is operating. 
5.4.2 Programming Process Implementation 
In the implementation of the programming process, priority is given to the 
preparation of the specifications of the programming coding, 
programming module coding, testing of each programming module and 
integrated system and documentation of the developed programs. 
Implementation of the process requires the following steps: 
i) coding specification 
ii) program coding 
iii) program compilation and collection 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses on the system implementations. Both the software and 
harrdware requirements whisch were generally discussed in hapter J, are 
specifically mentioned again here. Additionally, this chapter also highlights on 
the programming aspects of the project. 
Chapter 6 TESTING 
Chapter 6: Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
After the coding phase has been completed, a software system is put through tile 
testing phase before it can be released to the market and to the customer. 
Various test methods have been developed to detect any defector errors present. 
Thus, software testing embraces a wide range of activities that not only support 
the assessmentof equality but also help to achieve and preserve the software 
quality. Software testing is essential for new software because it ensures that the 
developed software System implementation is the acquisition and integration or 
satisfies users requirements. 
6.2 Testing Objectives 
A number of rules have been created that can serve well as testing objectives. 
These objectives are: 
i) Testing is the process of finding error by executing the system, program 
or software. 
ii) A good test case is a case where the probability of fin Jing an error rs 
high. 
iii) A successful test is one that uncovers 
6.3 Testing Principles 
There are many testing principles available in the market, Thcr for>, b {mt: 
applying rncth ds t d si m on effe ti I.! s t nn, a syst 'in cl' 'loper 11111~1 
understand the basic prin ip] s lhflt zuide 8 ucm (~~tin'· l•OJ' At •• u SU[ u] 
principles bas been adopted. Th s are: 
i) All test should be traceable to user requiremen 1:). 
Since the objectives of system testing is to uncover errors, testing needed to be 
done such that it follows that the most severe defect- are those that cause the 
program or system to fail in meeting its user requirements. 
ii) Test should be planned 
Test planning can begin as as the user requirement model is completed. Details 
of the test definitions can begin as soon as the design model has been solidified. 
Therefore, all tests can and must be planned and designed before any codes 
have been written. At this stage, the system developer will have sufficient 
knowledge in coding as well as testing. 
iii) Exhaustive testing is impossible 
The number of path permutations for even a moderately sized program is 
exceptionally large. For this reason, it is impossible to execute even 
combination of paths during the testing. It is possible however, to adequately 
cover program logic and ensure that all conditions in the component-level 
design have been exercised. 
iv) Testing should start with 'small testing' and progress towards 'larger 
testing' 
The first test normally is planned and executed on i ndividual c mponents. As 
the testing progresses, the focus will shift in an attempt to find error from 
general component to integrated clustered of · omponcnts and finally the entire 
system. 
6.4 Technique (Testing) 
Different types of testing is needed for different types of level. Each type of 
testing is applied at different levels of software development in the software 
development life cycle. Each testing has its own testing identificati.on(ID) that is 
different in nature and objectives. The main objectives are still looking for 
errors but different type of errors are looked for at each level. The levels of 
testing in software development encompasses unit, component integration 
testing, system testing, acceptance testing as well as installation testing. 
6.4.1 Unit/Module Testing 
Unit is a type of testing that finds errors in individual units in either the 
data or the logical part of the system. This is where the most detailed 
investigation of the internal workings of the individual units is carried 
out. Normally, the system programmer who has written the cod eearli r 
will test the code himself although this is not necessarily the most 
effective alternative. Tests can be derived from the detailed logic of the 
unit with any additional structural tests derived from the physical design. 
Each module such as cataloguing is tested in unit or module testing. This 
can ensure that each module goes through a number of different tests and 
that all modules are tested. During unit testing, the system programmer 
needs to review the code that he or she has written earlier, There are two 
types of code review. These are: 
i) ode Walkthrough 
Here, the code accornpani d by the do um entati n is pr sent ')d to th · 
review team and the t sam will ornm nt n their on nn 'SSL 'his iH on 
informal process and the D us is on th) 'C UGS1 not od 'I'. 
ii) Code Inspection 
In code inspection (Fagan, 1976, IBM), it is quite similar to walkthrough 
except that it is more formal. The review team will check the code and 
documentation against prepared concerns. For examples, in WALC, 
checking might be done on the definition and use of data types and 
structure to see if their use is consistent with the design and system 
standard and procedures. Some of the units that are tested during unit or 
module tested are: 
i) Local data structure 
the purpose here is to ensure that data stored temporarily will maintain its 
integrity durimg all steps in an algorithm's execution. 
ii) Error handling path 
The purpose here is to ensure that the system can handle expected and 
unexpected area by applying error-handling routines. In WAL , error 
handling event 1s the validation of information inputted by the system user 
suah as password and so on. 
iii) Module interface 
The purpose of the module interface is to ensure that the information 
properly flows into and out of the program unit under testing. For 
example, checking each icon and button to ee whether there is a link or 
the link is a deadlink or an orphan link. 
iv) ondition (boundary) 
The purpose here is to nsurc that the module 01 erates prop 'l'iy at 
boundaries established l limit or restri t pr easing. 
6.4.2 Component Integration Testing 
This type of testing is uesd to determine the existence of integration bugs 
such as the inconsistencies between sub modules or between sub 
elements. This test only focuses on the direct and inndirect interfces and 
the consistency between the sub modules as well as the sub elements. Test 
cases are specially selected for this kinds of interfaces testing. The 
integrated modules or elements are tested as elements from the pint of 
view of structure and function, with tests appropriate to that level. The 
process is iterated until the entire system has been tested and integrated. 
The criteria that the test case has to consider are: 
i) Read/write access to a particular file or file creation 
ii) The system does not corrupt other systems eventhough it does not 
fail itself. 
Some of the more common interface errors encoutered are: 
i) The parameters may not be in correct order 
ii) The parameters may not be of the right data types or formats 
iii) Exception errors such as requesting information not found in the 
database 
There is a number of integration testing strategies. Some of these 
, strategies are: 
a) Top down testing 
Top down testing is a type of testing that starts with th module i11 the all 
graph and add one modulo at a ti111 lo the set of mcrg xl modul is. Th · top 
modules is the only one that i unit t ssted in is lati n. Th re ttt' • tw 
possible strategies ins ilecung the no, t module to be mer red, 
i) Strict top down testing 
The first strategy requires that the next module must have all its 
calling modules integrated 
ii) Non-strict top down testing 
The second strategy relaxes the previous reciuirement by selecting 
any module that has at least one of its calling modules tested 
previously. 
b) Bottom up testing 
In this kind of testing, the whole program is merged and tested 
from the bottom to the top of the call graph. After that, the next 
higher-level modules is called and tested, one at a time, with these 
tested modules. 
c) Modified top down testing 
Top down testing has one major problem in that it may be 
impossible to test certain logical conditions within the merged 
program such as error checks conducted i11 individual modules. 
This wiJI prevent thorough testing of a certain modules. 1 he 
solution to this problem is the modified top down testing. 
However, it requires every module to be tested in i elation first 
before it is integrated int the pr gram. As in the case f top down 
testing, there are strict and n n stri t 111 dified t p down testin r, 
depending on the nditi ns for s le tin H1e ne 'l modluc to b 
merged. 
enerally, thcr are no best tc hnique . Rath r, th' b •sl to 'ling muk \!ll use 
of as many techniques as ar r Jc cnt on I us .ful. ~' hut i. imJ orlunt h ·r 
is that whatever test technique is chosen, it should ensure that among 
other things, correctness or appropriateness in level of security, storage 
size, implementations and so on. 
6.4.3 System Testing 
In system testing, the functional requirement and specification is used to 
derive the test case selection at this level. System testing looks for errors 
in the end to end functionality of the system and also for errors in non 
functionality quality attributes such as performance, reliability, maximum 
volume, stress tolerence, usability, maintainability, security and so on. 
Therefore, it can be said that system testing is a series of different tests 
designed to fully exercise the system to uncover its limitations and 
measure its capabilities. The objective is to test an integrated system and 
verify that it meets all the user requirements. System testing can also be 
carried by independent tests to get a better result. 
6.4.4 Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance testing is a kind of testing that shows the transitions from the 
ownership by the developers to the ownership of the users. The purpose of 
this test is to give confidence that the system is working rather than trying 
to find errors. Acceptance testing also includes testing J the user's 
organization's working place and practice l en ure that the c rnputer 
system will fit with cleri al and adrninistrati e pr edur s. The 
acceptance test gives confid n e to the us r. 
6.4.5 In tallation Testtug 
he final r und oft sling in installing th s stern ut th us .r's site. 
In WA· , the user's site i in niv •r. it Iahyn 's Inberutcr . 11' 
acceptance test has been performed on site, then installation tesing may 
not be needed. Installation testing requires that the system developer 
works hand in hand with the end users. 
6.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses on the testing phase of the system. Apart from 
discussing the aim and objectives of a system testing, the chapter also 
elaborates on the testing techniques. 
Chapter 7 
SYSTEM EVALUATION 
AND CONCLUSION 
Chapter 7 System Evaluation and Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
After testing the system, the system will be evaluated to determine its quality. 
The Web Able Library Catalog is evaluated based on specific specification . 
Problems arising from developing the system will be discussed and possible 
solutions will be taken to solve the problems in the future. 
7.2 System Evaluating aspect 
Evaluation should be made to the fully developed system. This i very important 
to determine the quality of the system. In evaluating the y tern the f II wing 
aspects are look into: 
7.2.1 System Security 
Security is one of the most important characteri tic of all systems. h 
developed system should have a good ecurity. Thi b au c curity 
can prevent the system from being intrud d by unaurh riz d individual . 
A system with a login module can pr id a nlr 
accessing the system. Jn thi library ata: g 111 th 
n indi idual 
a lmini trat rs 
with the preregistered username and pa s rd an I gin int the s t '!11. 
Similar;y, patron can I gin u ing th I atr n kl. 
Unauthoriz d u er wb try l urn a ; s t th' s st rn will he prompt 1d 
with an error 111 age 
7.2.2 Data Security 
Data security needs to be given extra attention as to ensure the integrity of 
the data. Evaluation should be made whether the data is safe or not, ala 
security can only be achieved if the data can only be acessed by certain 
individuals. In this case only the administrator will know the login page 
and password is given to the administrator. This is very important to make 
sure unauthorized people does not access that database and prohibit any 
deletion and alteration done by them. 
7.2.3 Data Access Security 
In the data access security, data is stored based on a certain key p int. 
Data that need to be restored should be done based on the key point which 
includes the location and the required key t access the data. 
7.2.4 Graphic Representation 
An attractive graphic representation can be appealing to the user. The u r 
interface is very important because it is the thing that u er see and 
interact with the system. ood inierfac i based n it. u er friendlincs 
systematic structure, and attractive features. 
7.2.5 System Speed 
valuating a system means gettin 1 th · fi edbu ks fr 111 users usln th 
sy tern. For us r suti fa t.i n, ur j li 'Oti 11 spc l is ll im1 rt int fo 'l I', 
Most users would be di. pl iasc with a st fast ir s I'll •111 me ms 
more an be done ith I .ss tirn and result in be 11 iinc I 11 1 t$ , Th 
Web Able Library catalog has a moderate processing speed. 
7.3 System Strength 
W ALC has the following strengths: 
i) Security features 
In the catalog, information is stored in a database that can be access by 
authorized users only. To access the system, a system administrator will login 
using a username and password and students login using their patron IDs. 
ii) Speed features 
In the data access, WAL can retrieve and display inf rmati n at a t lerant 
speed. [tis relatively faster compared to many other applicati ns. 
iii) Accuracy features 
Accurate information is the main concern of users and a sy tern that is capable 
of producing accurate information is a rcliabl system. The WAL syst m is 
accurate and reliable. 
iv) Search Engine 
A simple search engine is provided for u rs t be able t find books. Th 
rnaycither enter their sear h f r title, .iuth r name, ·ubjc t r the all numl r 
the book. Although the s ar .h 'tl •i110 is "mull, it is 'Uf 1 i 'lll in pr klin 1 
simple search, 
7.4 System Constraints 
Every system has its own system constraints. The constraints of this library 
catalog are: 
i) Security 
Since registration is open to all, the security of the system can be at stake and 
this is especially true if a user has a deliberate intention in hacking the system. 
The security of the system thus need to be improved and upgraded from time t 
time. 
ii) Search Item 
Presently, the system can only search for information related t books. In the 
future, other information such as eds, cassettes, videos and so on will be 
included in the search category. 
iii) Limited function modules 
The system bas a limited functi nm dulcs In the future, more modules will 
be added. nc example is the FAQ module. 
iv) Simple Retrieval ystcm 
The search engine can be improved in the future to search for the items so that 
the search results will be more precise. 
7.5 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
In the planning and development phases, a lot of problems have been 
encountered.Some of these are mentioned below. 
i) Information Gathering 
In the information gathering process, quite a few numbers of users refused to 
coorporate in giving their opinions and suggestions and this resulted in th 
unclearness of the users need. 
A solution to this problem was to use a different method f appr aching users. 
One way was to choose a better environment so that user felt comf rtable when 
answering questions. 
ii) Programming Language 
PHP has been the language of choice in building the pr jcct. The languag , 
however, is still new and foreign to the pr grarnmer. Initially odings of the 
program were not smooth sine it took tirn G r the programmer to becom 
familiar with the language of PHP. Apart fr m that, the pr grammer hnd to 
work with a database system so then the h I pr J' l v ms 11 tuall a 
combination f PHP~My L 1 r gramming, 
A solution to the above problem was for the programmer to gain familiarity of 
the PHP-MySQL programming by referring to good resources such as the 
internet and books. These resources may be referred in the reference section of 
the report. 
iii) Project Time 
The practical side of the project is allocated for only one semester. The time was 
insufficient unless the programmer is well experienced. 
A probable solution was to spent more time in the project. The programmer thus 
spent many times working in the extra hours in order to meet the deadline of the 
project completion. 
7.6 Future Enhancement 
The WALC system requires a lot of enhancement since the present system has 
limited functions. Some of the proposed enhancements are: 
i) better user interface with more user-friendly features 
ii) more function modules added 
iii) fixing bugs in the programming software 
iv) making the system more interactive 
7.7 KJ1owledge and Experiences Gain 
The student gain a l t of expcrienc s and ne kn \ ledge v lt ·n nu i ertaking th 
project. Some of them are : 
i) learning a new programming language, namely, PHP. The project gives 
the student an oppurtinity and a motivation to learn PHP. 
ii) learning MySQL. Since the project involves the use of database, the 
student has an oppurtunity to learn MySQL. 
iii) What is more important, the project enables the student to put into 
practice all that have been learned. 
7.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses on the features of the developed software, its 
enhancement,limitations and also suggestions for further development. Apart 
from that, it also mentions on the benefits on the side of the student doing the 
project. 
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APPENDIX A 
User Manual 
Web Ab led Library Catalog (W ALC) user guide 
User Module 
The homepage of the W ALC is shown in figure 1. 
fWC\l'lttflll!ISMl!fil 
01()\)111),32,31 
·WeCcome <To 'Kjds Li6ray !falain <Page 
,.f---·-···----------·----- ------ 
""-~ r.H:IJ ::"lilt / - ,.. /" - : ~ 
1,-.:_,,__"""'""'. (:'>til•'ll ~ ,_..,,.,t. ~ .. ~ .... -., ,, 
Figure 1 
Patrons need to click the "To Library" to access the patr 11 menu see figure 2). Patron 
are not allowed to access administrator module. 
The Patron main page consists of the following menu: 
);>- Search 
~ User Info 
~ Feedback 
~ Announcement 
~ Help 
r/!ti,-) 
~ 
• 6•••1&aaJl'liliVltllllllf 
Figure 2 
To go to the search menu, click button or icon search. The following page will be 
displayed (see figure 3) 
II II 
.__'.$b 
1ll Ml'PtMI 
Figure 3 
The user may select to click on any button to begin the search. 
If the user click the Call No. search, for example the following page will be displayed 
(see figure 4) 
Cafl No. Search 
Kids, 
PloQso lntort ocU l'IUMbor for" d111.s:lrod mo+orlol h:oro: 
Figure 4 
Figure 5 shows the result if the user enters the call number TKJ 00.4 
ltiamD~Laib JI 
Asu mengjia l;Je.gl. 
'"'"' ewalPtnd.:kllui 
pang{roui.Ht.lll'ft 
btrgambu dt.t1. 
m.11narik. 
Figure 5 
The user can send feedback by clicking the feedback button from the main page (see 
figure 1). The user will then be directed to the page shown below (see figur . 6). 
r .Sugg~stlon r Report- 
Title: 
bcte ' I 2000 f]. j Jon .EJ • [ii1EJ 
Figure 6 
The user can check on their particulars and to update them if necessary. The user, 
however needs to enter his or her Patron Id for security reason (see figure 7) 
Library Catalog 
1Mi®''••~W¥'t1WIM1WIMJ 
Figure 7 
Figure 8 shows the page for new users to register. 
l .. t.r4aLb 
MombiorNune 
lCNumbor 
O&tl&r I Molo r P•mU 
Addrtto. ..ll.l 
GanteietN'Ul:\\btr 
F..me.UAdd.rets 
Cloos Id I' Cb I' 
Figure 8 
Admin Module 
The admin module can only be accessed through a usernarne and password 
(see figure 9) . 
"""...,;i:"'"'~'~ ~ ,,.... ~, ........ 
Un.,. 
Figure 9 
A successful login leads to the Admin main menu page (see figure 10) 
Figure 10 
The administrator can catalog new books by clicking on the 'cataloging' button. which 
displays the page shown below (see figure 11) 
J2Ldniin ;:/VtoduC 
Ttem,_ID 
Figure 11 
Finally, an administrator can also check on his or her particulars by entering a valid Id 
(see figure 12) 
Aarnin .9\-(oauC 
llll;t!J11•tllilHH1@GfllJ 
Figure 12 
